Sales and Marketing Internship Position
The Company
AudiblEye LLC is a start-up company that provides an indoor navigation smartphone application for
individuals who are blind or visually impaired. The app works with Bluetooth 4.0 beacons to provide the
users approximate location within a building along with valuable information about the user’s
surroundings. Our goal is to provide accessibility and indoor navigation to the community of blind and
visually impaired individuals internationally.
Job Description
AudiblEye is looking to grow by onboarding an intern that will play a key role in the company’s sales and
marketing. This position is meant for someone with an entrepreneurial spirit and the ability to travel for
various events to promote our brand. As the Sales and Marketing Intern, you will have the opportunity
to gain valuable experience as a frontline representative as well as completing planning and operations
responsibilities.
Requirements
• Enrolled student pursuing Bachelor’s degree in Business or Technology
• Willingness to travel (U.S. and Canada) and represent AudiblEye at trade shows and various
conferences.
• Entrepreneurial mindset… willing to work with a start-up company and realizes the ability to
grow with us.
• Tech savvy- Because our company utilizes the capabilities of Bluetooth beacons as well as other
revolutionary technology, applicants must have a basic understanding of technology and the
willingness to learn about this technology.
• Marketing and Sales experience
o Previous experience with marketing and sales position not required but must be an out
of the box thinker that is focused on growing our company.
o Ability to analyze and improve social media presence. Familiar with Mailchimp,
Hootsuite, Google Analytics and Weebly.
• Remote working capabilities (Personal Computer, Internet connection, Cell phone)
Compensation
This position is primarily unpaid. Reimbursement for qualified expenses incurred. Ability for commission
on sales acquired during duration of internship and hourly pay during event travel provided.
Performance based letter of recommendation will be provided upon completion.

Submit resume to: jerrodwitt@audibleye.com
T: (419)356-2948
http://www.audibleye.com/opportunities.html

